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Abstract

We review recent results on the connection between thermodynamics and dynamics in a model for water. We verify
the Adam–Gibbs relation between entropy and dynamic properties using computer simulations, which allow direct
access to the relevant properties. We combine experimental measurements of entropy with the Adam–Gibbs hypothesis
to predict dynamic properties in deeply supercooled states, which are difficult to access experimentally. We find
evidence suggesting that the glass transition temperature of water may be significantly higher than previously reported,
but is still consistent with recent measurements. Finally, we discuss the hypothesis that the dynamical behavior of
deeply supercooled water undergoes a crossover from ‘fragile’ to ‘strong’ behavior.
� 2003 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The seminal book of Professor Kauzmann taught
everyone that water is widely studied for many
practical reasons—it is the most ubiquitous fluid

� Dedicated to Professor W. Kauzmann, whose seminal 1969
book has inspired much of this research.
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E-mail addresses: fstarr@nist.gov(F.W. Starr),
hes@bu.edu(H.E. Stanley).

on earth, and its unusual properties are thought to
be related to basic phenomena in biology, chem-
istry, and engineeringw1–5x. Frequently, non-spe-
cialists regard these unusual properties as unique
to water. However, recent simulation studies have
suggested that the temperature dependence of
many dynamic properties are not altogether unlike
those of some simple liquidsw6–9x. For example,
supercooled liquid water seems to be one among
many liquids that can be described over a range
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of temperatures by the mode-coupling theory
(MCT) w10x. MCT provides quantitative predic-
tions for the temperature dependence of relaxation
times for the dynamics of supercooled liquids in
the ‘weakly’ supercooled regime, whereD decreas-
es by approximately three orders of magnitude
from the typical liquid value. However, as temper-
ature decreases toward a ‘dynamical critical tem-
perature’T predicted by MCT theory, the MCTMCT

breaks down. Typically,T is f50% larger thanMCT

the experimentally measuredT , and relaxationg

times are still approximately 10 orders of magni-
tude smaller atT than atT . Hence there is aMCT g

huge range ofT-T , the ‘deeply’ supercooledMCT

region, where dynamic properties change dramati-
cally, but the underlying reasons for this behavior
are not understood. Additionally, glass-forming
liquids are typically categorized as(i) strong
liquids—those having an ArrheniusT dependence
of dynamic properties with an activation energy of
roughly 37RT and (ii) fragile liquids—those hav-
ing a strongly non-ArrheniusT dependence of
dynamics propertiesw11–13x. Water behaves as a
fragile liquid in the experimentally accessible
region where MCT predictions seem to apply. In
the rangeT-T , there have been suggestionsMCT

that water may behave quite differently than other
liquids.
Unfortunately, simulations of equilibrium prop-

erties forT-T are not feasible at the presentMCT

time due to the excessively large relaxation time,
relative to the computational time required. Addi-
tionally, experiments on liquid water are hampered
by the fact that even carefully prepared samples
of supercooled water crystallize at the ‘homoge-
neous nucleation temperature’T s235 K w3,14x,H

slightly above the expected value ofT forMCT

waterw15x. On the other hand, liquid water can be
vitrified at atmospheric pressure by a variety of
methods, including quenching aerosol droplet sam-
ples to liquid nitrogen temperaturesw16x. Glassy
water crystallizes on heating atT f150 K, makingX

the properties of amorphous water in the range
T -T-T almost unknown. While the propertiesX H

of glassy water, referred to as low-density amor-
phous ice(LDA), are intrinsically non-equilibri-
um, a careful analysis of the thermodynamic
properties of glassy water and their relation to the

properties of equilibrium samples atT)T canH

possibly help provide insight into the expected
properties in the difficult-to-probe regionT -T-X

T .H

An evaluation of the thermodynamic data in this
range is particularly valuable, owing to the devel-
opment of a formalism relating thermodynamics
to dynamics in deeply supercooled states. These
ideas reach back to the seminal work of Kauzmann
w17x, and have been expanded over time by the
work of, among others, Adam and Gibbsw18x,
Goldsteinw19x, and Stillinger and Weberw20,21x.
The central idea underlying the approach is that
dynamics at low temperatures are controlled pri-
marily by the statistical properties of the underly-
ing potential energy landscapew22x; this landscape
consists of a tremendous number of local minima
corresponding to mechanically stable amorphous
states. At sufficiently lowT, the system is expected
to be localized within one of these basins, with
infrequent ‘activated processes’, which bring the
system to a new basin. Several authors have
studied the landscape properties explicitly and it
appears that, atT (where the MCT predictionsMCT

break down), the system motion becomes domi-
nated by inter-basin ‘hopping’ via regions of col-
lective motion w23–34x. Hence the statistical
properties of the landscape is key to extending the
quantitative understanding of supercooled liquids
to the regionT-T .MCT

In this testimonial to Professor Kauzmann, we
examine the implications of both experimental and
computational studies for the dynamic properties
of liquid water in the deeply supercooled region,
where little equilibrium data are available. From
simulations, we establish the validity of the
Adam–Gibbs relationship between entropy and
dynamic properties, like the diffusion constantD
w35–38x. Having validated this approach, we con-
sider experimental measurements of the entropy
for the liquid for T)T and glassy water atT-H

T . By applying simple, but somewhat tediousX

constraints of thermodynamics, we can predict the
expected behavior of the entropy in the rangeT -X

T-T . The results for the entropy, when combinedH

with the Adam–Gibbs relation, suggest that water
should crossover from fragile liquid behavior to
strong liquid behavior atT-T w39x, as firstH
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proposed in Ref.w40x. If these predictions are
valid, water again appears as an anomalous liquid,
and deserves careful scrutiny. Additionally, results
reported in Ref.w39x suggest thatT f160 K isg

far above traditionally accepted estimates ofT ,g
but consistent with recent results based on hyper-
quenchingw41x.

2. Background

In 1948, Kauzmann published a seminal paper
that focused attention on the interplay of thermo-
dynamics and dynamics of a liquid near its vitri-
fication temperaturew17x. We briefly review the
theoretical foundations of the thermodynamic
viewpoint of the glass transition that grew from
his work. This is an incomplete account; a more
complete account can be found in Ref.w2x.

Kauzmann focused on the entropy of the liquid
and its corresponding crystal. On cooling, the
liquid entropy decreases at a much faster rate than
the crystal entropy. Hence, by naive extrapolation,
we expectS sS at a temperatureT , theliquid crystal K

Kauzmann temperature, andS -S for T-liquid crystal

T . While it is strange to imagine a liquid with aK

smaller entropy than the crystal, it is not thermo-
dynamically inconsistent. The situation is more
problematic considering that, for most systems,
S (T™0)s0, which would require thatcrystal

S -0, which is inconsistent with the classicalliquid

expressionSsk lnV since the number of statesB

V cannot be less than unity.
The ‘Kauzmann paradox’ refers to the fact that,

in practice, the kinetic glass transition intervenes
so as to avoid the thermodynamic ‘entropy catas-
trophe’—dynamics saving thermodynamics. To
avoid the possibility of an entropy catastrophe
without a paradox, Kauzmann proposed that the
barrier to crystallization vanishes at someT
betweenT and T , thereby avoiding the equalK g

entropy point by simple crystallization. Subsequent
work considered the possibility that crystallization
might not intervene, and put forth the notion that
T may be the point of an ‘ideal’ thermodynamicK

glass transition, attainable only by an infinitely
slow cooling of the liquidw42x. In practice, such
a transition is never observed, as laboratory meas-
urements ofT depend on the cooling rate.g

The notion of a thermodynamic singularity
underlying the glass transition was expanded on
by the work of Adam, Gibbs’ and DiMarzio. They
developed a theoretical framework in which the
liquid at low T evolves through cooperatively
rearranging regions, rather than simple Brownian
motion as at highT, and associated the size of the
cooperatively rearranging regions with a configu-
rational entropyS . Most importantly, since theconf

rearranging region controls the relaxation of the
liquid, they proposed that the relaxation timet (or
other dynamic properties, like the diffusion con-
stantD) are related toS viaconf

y1lnt; TS . (1)Ž .conf

In this scenario, an ideal glass forms when the
relaxation time diverges, and henceS s0. Thus,conf

it has become common to refer toT also as theK

T whereS vanishes. The concept of cooperativeconf

rearrangement and a close relation of the dynamics
to the configurational entropy have remained cen-
tral to the development of the theoretical approach.
The primary remaining question is: what is

S and how can it be measured? The first stepsconf

to resolving this question were made by Goldstein
w19x, who focused on the underlying potential
energy landscape, arguing that the dynamics of a
liquid can be split into two contributions at lowT:
(i) vibrations localized within a single basin of a
landscape, and(ii) infrequent hops between basins
that give rise to structural relaxation. In this con-
text, there is a natural separation ofS into a
vibrational contributionS and a configurationalvib

contribution S , arising from the number ofconf

basins the liquid samples. From the point of view
of the energy landscape, the ideal glass is formed
when the liquid becomes trapped in a single
landscape basin.
Stillinger and Weber formalized the concept of

a basin in the energy landscape by introducing the
inherent structure(IS) formalism. Specifically, the
set of points that map to the same minimum, or
IS, are those which constitute a basin. This
approach is particularly well suited to simulated
liquids, since it is possible to explicitly calculate
the steepest descent to a local minimum from an
equilibrium configurationw43x. Moreover, the par-
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tition function can be explicitly rewritten in terms
of the basins. By introducing the density of states
V(E ), i.e., the number of minima with energy inIS

the interval of energyE to E qdE , we canIS IS IS

rigorously define

S sk lnV E . (2)Ž .conf B IS

The Helmholtz free energy is given by

FsE yTS qf T,E . (3)Ž .IS conf basin IS

Here f captures the vibrational contributionbasin

and kinetic degrees of freedom. Eq.(3) is a formal
expression for the separation of configurational
and vibrational contributions. For our purposes,
we will focus on the fact that one can define
S sS–S , and evaluateS and S to obtainconf vib vib

S .conf

3. Calculation of configurational entropy of
simulated water

We calculate the absolute entropy at all state
points simulated by following the procedure
described in Ref.w44x. We use the ideal gas as a
reference state and use thermodynamic integration
to link to a system at highT and smallr (large
volumeV), where interactions are far less impor-
tant. The entropy at all other(r, T) simulated are
then obtained by a numerical integration of the

relationshipdSs dE– dV. The only additional
1 p
T T

complication beyond previous calculations for
Lennard–Jones systems is that we must consider
the reference state to be a tri-atomic ideal gas,
rather than a monatomic one. The tri-atomic ideal
gas entropy is given by

1y2w p V 3
S V,T sNk ln q ln 2pmk TŽ . Ž .xid B B6Nh 2y

z31 2q ln 8p I k T q4yln2 , (4)Ž . |i B82 ~is1

where I are the moments of inertia, andh isi

Planck’s constant.

Our primary goal is to calculateS so that weconf

may test proposed relations between the dynamic
properties and thermodynamic properties. We
exploit the hypothesized relationship thatSs
S qS . For T not far from the mode-couplingconf vib

temperatureT , Ref. w44x observed that theMCT

vibrational contribution may be well approximated
by a classical harmonic solid, with the eigenfre-
quencies defined by the inherent structures sam-
pled below the ‘onset temperature’w43,45,46x.
Unfortunately, even at the lowestT studied, the
extended simple point charge(SPCyE) model of
water displays a significant anharmonic contribu-
tion to U. To approximate the contribution due to
the anharmonicity of the potential, we include
higher order terms in an expansion of the vibra-
tional energy

2 3U s3k TqaT qbT (5)vib B

Here a and b are fitting parameters, and the
harmonic contribution to the energy is given by
3k T. Since (dUydT) sT(dSydT) , we mayB v v

express the vibrational entropy as

S sS qS (6)vib harmonic anharmonic

w z6Ny3 B Ek k T 3B B 2C Fs ln q1 q2aTq bT , (7)x |8
D GN "v 2y ~iis1

where {v } are the eigenvalues of the Hessiani

matrix ≠ Vy≠x ≠x . We calculate{v } from the2
j k i

normal mode spectrum of the liquid after quench-
ing to the inherent structure at each(r, T) system
point simulated.
We only need to evaluate the constantsa andb

to obtainS . We heat the quenched structures andvib

measure the dependence ofU on T, which allows
us to fit U to the form specified in Eq.(5). In
order to obtain reliable fits of the constants, the
heating schedule follows the following sequence:

● The temperature is first increased to 50 K for
10 ps to anneal the effect of any nearby minima
that may be lower in energy due to the extreme
roughness of the landscape.

● The temperature is reduced to 1 K for 10 ps, to
allow the vibrational degrees of freedom to
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Fig. 1. The diffusion constantD as a function of 1yTS for the SPCyE model, confirming the predicted relation of Adam andconf

Gibbs. Note that the curves for each density have been shifted for clarity. Figure redrawn from Ref.w35x. Verification of the proposed
relation for simpler models is reported in Refs.w46–49x.

equilibrate, followed by 10 ps of data collection
in the NVE ensemble.

● The temperature is then increased to 10 K, and
then by 10 K intervals following the same
schedule of 10 ps for the equilibration of vibra-
tional degrees of freedom and 10 ps of data
collection in the NVE ensemble up to 190 K;
at higherT, diffusive motion becomes signifi-
cant on these time scales.

At this point, we have both the total and
vibrational entropy for all state points simulated
and can now calculateS sS–S .conf vib

We also briefly discuss the calculation of the
entropy of crystalline forms, since we want to
compare the properties ofS and the excessconf

entropy S sS –S . From the landscapeex liquid crystal

point of view, a crystalline arrangement corre-
sponds to only a single basin, since significant
rearrangement of the molecules would destroy the
crystalline structure. Hence, one expects the crystal
entropy to be entirely vibrational in nature. Thus,
we calculateS using the same techniques usedcrystal

to calculateS of the liquid inherent structures.vib

However, since the crystal structure does not
change(i.e. the system is always exploring the
same crystalline basin), the normal modes{v }i
are independent ofT, but of course still depend
on r. Quenches from severalT confirm this.

4. Testing the Adam–Gibbs hypothesis

Having obtainedS over a wide range ofconf

density at supercooled temperatures, we can test
the proposed relation

lnD; AyTS . (8)Ž .conf

In the range ofD values where bulk water
experiments have been performed, we find agree-
ment with the proposed relationship for the SPCy
E model of water, as shown in Fig. 1.
Evaluation ofS relies on the ability to per-conf

form instantaneous quenches that follow a steepest
descent path(or alternatively, a conjugate gradient
minimization). Since this approach is not experi-
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Fig. 2. S and S at a fixed densityrs1.0 gycm for the SPCyE model. The inset shows a parametric plot(solid line) to3
conf ex

demonstrate proportionality. Figure redrawn from Ref.w39x.

mentally feasible, many experimentalists have
exploited the fact that crystalline entropy is vibra-
tional in nature and have approximatedS svib

S , and henceS fS . This approximationcrystal conf ex

has been found to work well in the approach of
Adam and Gibbs. However, we do not in general
expect thatS sS , since it would imply thatex conf

the liquid and crystalline basins have the same
eigenfrequencies(or, loosely speaking, shape) and
that the liquid frequencies are invariantw36,50x.
Indeed, we see thatS and S differ for theex conf

SPCyE model(Fig. 2). Details of the ice simula-
tion are given in Ref.w36x. Hence the successful
use ofS can only be explained ifS AS , asex ex conf

pointed out in Ref.w51,52x; in such a case, the
constant of proportionality can be absorbed into
the free parameter of the Adam–Gibbs equation.
To test this possibility, we have made a parametric
plot of S and S in the inset of Fig. 2,conf ex

demonstrating the linear proportionality and hence
explaining whyS can be substituted forS .ex conf

5. Application of the Adam–Gibbs hypothesis
to experimental data

5.1. Estimation of entropy for T-TH

To determine a reasonable form for the entropy
SsS(T, P) in the rangeT -T-T , we first focusX H

on thermodynamic properties that facilitate the
calculation of S in the easily-accessible regions
T)T and T-T , and whose values also placeH X

strict limits on the possible behavior ofS in the
region T -T-T . Like S , all other ‘excess’X H ex

quantities, such as specific heatC and enthalpyex
P

H , refer to the difference between liquid andex

crystalline states. Each of these three quantities is
known experimentally forT)T as well asT-H

T .X

In the difficult-to-probeT -T-T region, weX H

construct two possible forms forS . To connectex

the regionsT)T and T-T , we must considerH X

the thermodynamic constraints on the entropy.
These constraints are:
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Fig. 3. (a) Possible forms for the excess entropyS in theex

experimentally inaccessible region. The two curves show the
fits obtained using the upper and lower bounds on the area
under S . The entropy of fusionDS s21.8 Jy(K mol) forex F

freezing at 273 K is indicated by the arrow,(b) Constant pres-
sure excess specific heatC sT(dS ydT)p for the possibleex

P ex

forms of S shown in(a). Figure redrawn from Ref.w39x.ex

(I–IV) S andC at the endpoints and the slopesex
ex P

of S atT andT —four constraints.ex X H

(V) S(T) must be a monotonic increasing function
becauseC G0. Note that this is not a uniquelyex

P

defined constraint.
(VI) The areaA under the curveS(T) is defined
by the excess Gibbs free energy G .ex

THw xAs TS yH . (9)ex exTX

Our challenge is to determine a functional form
for S (T), given only its values at the limitingex

temperaturesT and T , the areaA under S(T),X H

and the monotonicity ofS(T). Related work on
the possibility of a liquid–liquid phase transition
w53–69x suggests thatS(T) should not contain a
discontinuity at atmospheric pressure, and hence
we aim to develop a form forS(T) (and its
derivatives) that varies continuouslyw70–72x.

We show possible forms ofS that satisfy theex

upper and lower bounds on the area constraint of
S in Fig. 3. These two curves represent approxi-ex

mate bounds on the form ofS in the unknownex

region; these bounds are somewhat larger if the
uncertainty inS is also included. Fig. 3 showsex

that S and C both display these significantex
ex P

changes in their behavior below 230 K. This is a
result of the fact thatS must remain nearlyex

constant nearT in order to satisfy the constraintX

of Eq. (9). The inflection in S (Fig. 3) mustex

occur atT 215 K; were the inflection to occur atR
a significantly lower temperature, the areaA
bounded byS(T) would be too large.

5.2. Prediction of dynamic properties

Having established the legitimacy of the Adam–
Gibbs equation, as well as the proportionality
betweenS and S , we now consider applyingconf ex

the Adam–Gibbs equation to our estimated values
for S in the deeply supercooled regionT-T .ex H

We select proportionality constants in the
Adam–Gibbs equation to fitS to h w73,74x andex

D w75x (Fig. 4) for T)235 K, where experimental
measures of all quantities are available. The super-
Arrhenius behavior forT 230 K is typical for aR
fragile liquid w12,13x. The maximum in CexP

(approximately 225 K) is reflected by the inflec-
tion of h andD; this change is not clearly evident
in h or D until TQ190, where the dynamic
properties are approximately Arrhenius. In contrast
to the fragile behavior forT close to T , theH

behavior forT nearT is characteristic of a strongX

liquid w12,13x which is Arrhenius behavior with
an appropriate activation energy. Here we find an
activation energyEf74 kJymol, which converts
to a ‘fragility index’ msEy2.303RT s28, if weg

useT s136 K, or ms24, if we useT s160 K,g g

comparable tom for sodium trisilicate(a very
strong liquid) w77x. Such a crossover from fragile-
to-strong behavior is not typical of liquidsw78x,
but does appear in simulations of BeF and SiO2 2

w79,80x, which, like water, have a tetrahedral net-
work structurew81x. The value ofE is consistent
with that obtained experimentally from crystalli-
zation kineticsw82–84x expected to correspond to
the activation energy of the diffusion constant of
the crystallizing phasew85x. However, we point
out that these crystallization kinetics-based results
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Fig. 4. (a) Fit of S and viscosityh. Experimental data(e) are from w73,74x. Diffusion constantD predicted using the sameex

method. The experimental data(s) for T)235 K are fromw75x. The data forT-160 K (h) are fromw76x. (b) Both (a) and(b)
show behavior expected for a strong liquid forTQ220 K—i.e. Arrhenius behavior with an activation energyfT y3 (in units ofg

kJymol) w12x. The insets show the quality of the fit in the region where experimental data are available. Figure redrawn from Ref.
w39x.

are in conflict with the evaporation-rate based
diffusivity results of Ref. w76x, which obtain
Ef170 kJymol, indicating that further tests are
necessary to determine the properties of water in
this region.
For most systems, the value ofh(T )f1013g

Poise, while Fig. 4a shows thath reaches this
value atTf160 K, significantly higher than the
expectedT s136 K. This may be an indication ofg

the limitations of our approach for estimating
dynamic properties. Alternatively, this may be an
indication thatT of water is in fact significantlyg

higher than 136 K. Velikev et al.w41x shows that

the thermal data for hyper-quenched glassy water
are incompatible with what is known about the
relaxation of trapped enthalpy from other hyper-
quenched glasses, and that the incompatibility can
only be resolved if the data for water are re-scaled
using a glass transition temperature of 165–170
K. This roughly coincides with theT predictedg

by Fig. 4. While a simple linear extrapolation of
binary aqueous solution data suggestsT s136 Kg

for pure water, linear extrapolations are unreliable
if the target substance is a network forming liquid,
like water w86x. An alternate extrapolation, appli-
cable to other network forming liquids, suggests
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that T for water is considerably higher than 136g

K w86x. However, this remains a matter of contro-
versy w87x.

If the assignment ofT f160 K is correct, theng

the data used atTs150 K refers to a glassy state,
and henceS (150 K) would be smaller for anex

equilibrium state. Fortunately, even if the data at
150 K are out of equilibrium, it does not severely
effect our estimates because the value ofS (150ex

K) is already extremely small, and further equili-
bration at theT would only reduceS closer toex

zero. This would result in a slightly more pro-
nounced inflection onS than we have anticipatedex

here.

6. Conclusion

We have presented evidence from simulations
supporting the use of Adam–Gibbs equation to
interpret the dynamics of supercooled liquids. In
the case of liquid water, experimental data, when
combined with the Adam–Gibbs equation, suggest
that water undergoes an unusual fragile-to-strong
crossover, which may prove important in techno-
logical uses of vitreous water, such as biopreser-
vation. Additionally, we have reviewed results
supporting the conjecture thatT may be signifi-g

cantly higher than previously expected.
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